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Abstract— Formal fuzzy concept analysis is an effective data analysis and mining technique in the real world. However, deriving formal fuzzy concepts is an NP problem that demands substantial time and storage resources. With the continuous exponential growth of real-world data, there is a need to regularly update the extracted list of fuzzy concepts. This research paper presents a novel and efficient algorithm to update the extracted fuzzy concepts when inserting new data objects. The proposed algorithm eliminates the need for regenerating fuzzy formal concepts by reprocessing the entire dataset. Instead, it processes only the changed part and merges it with the old list of fuzzy concepts. We have evaluated the proposed approach over various datasets of different types: quantitative, categorical, and synthesized fuzzy data. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the traditional approach of fuzzy concept extraction by updating only the extracted fuzzy concepts rather than recreating them from scratch, especially in the case of massive data sets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Formal concept analysis (FCA) is an effective technique for conceptual knowledge representation that supports mathematical modeling, analysis [1], and construction of conceptual hierarchies [2]. It is utilized to discover the related object groups and their attributes within a formal context (dataset) [3].

Classical FCA methodologies directly address a binary formal context, and as a result, they employ the crisp scaling technique (conceptual scaling) to manage contexts with multiple values. The crisp scaling method involves dividing the attribute domain into distinct intervals, where an object possesses a membership value of one for only one interval, while the remaining intervals have a membership value of zero [4]. The crisp scaling method requires excessive processing time and faces challenges in determining clear boundaries between scaled attributes. As it is difficult to decide where one attribute ends, and another begins. Fuzzy formal concept analysis (FFCA) has emerged as a solution to overcome the limitations of traditional FCA. FFCA can handle contexts with multiple values and fuzzy characteristics more logically and practically [5].

Today, real-world data is constantly changing as data objects are continuously inserted. Since extracting formal fuzzy concepts is a complex problem, it is promising to update the existing extracted formal fuzzy concepts when inserting new data objects instead of starting from scratch to regenerate the fuzzy concepts.

Several efforts propose algorithms to update crisp formal concepts and the formal concept lattice when inserting new binary data objects [6]. However, only a limited number of studies have addressed the challenge of updating formal fuzzy concepts when quantitative or multivalued data is introduced [7].

To our knowledge, the approach given by Zou et al [7] is the only fuzzy approach for updating the fuzzy concept list. However, it has limitations when it comes to updating fuzzy concepts upon inserting a new object. The current approach updates the concept list sequentially, attribute by attribute, but does not handle the update of fuzzy concepts when a new object is inserted. As a result, whenever a new object is inserted, the fuzzy concepts need to be regenerated from scratch.

Considering that data growth is more likely to occur in terms of objects rather than attributes, we propose a new approach to address this issue. Our approach focuses on handling changes in the fuzzy concept list in response to object insertion. Instead of regenerating fuzzy concepts from scratch, the proposed approach manages to block updates of the formal fuzzy concept list. It achieves this by simultaneously processing multiple objects and merging the resulting fuzzy formal concepts with the previously extracted ones. By adopting this approach, we aim to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of updating the fuzzy concept list when new objects are inserted.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II presents the basic notions and formal definitions behind formal concept analysis (FCA) and fuzzy FCA. Besides, Section III explores related works for updating classical and fuzzy formal concepts when inserting new objects. Section IV introduces the proposed approach to handling block-based updates to the fuzzy concept list. Besides, Section V presents the experimental results and highlights the proposed approach's efficiency. Eventually, Section VI concludes the paper and presents future works.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section revisits the basic notions and formal definitions of the classical formal concept analysis (FCA) and the corresponding notions and definitions of the fuzzy counterpart (fuzzy formal concept analysis, FFCA).

A. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)

Formal concept analysis (FCA) is an applied mathematical discipline that relies on generating formal concepts and their hierarchical relationships. FCA offers a mathematical framework for representing, analyzing, and constructing conceptual knowledge structures [8].

FCA algorithms analyze datasets (formal contexts) and describe the relationship among objects and the corresponding attributes. These relationships can be described using formal concepts or a formal concept lattice [25].

In a formal context \( \mathbb{K}(O, A, R) \), the dataset is structured as a binary table consisting of a set of rows (O) and a set of columns (A), along with an incident relation (R). The formal context serves as the primary input for FCA algorithms, which utilize it to generate formal concepts and construct a formal concept lattice.

Definition 1: A formal concept \((X, Y)\) of formal context \( \mathbb{K}(O, A, R) \) is a pair of object subset \( X \) and attribute subset \( Y \) such that \( X \subseteq O \) is the formal concept extent and \( Y \subseteq A \) is the concept intent. Besides, \( X' = Y \) and \( Y' = X \) must be satisfied such that \( X' \) and \( Y' \) is given by equations (1) and (2), respectively:

\[
X':= \{ a \in A \mid (xR\alpha) \forall x \in X \} \\
Y':= \{ o \in O \mid (oRy) \forall y \in Y \}
\]

Where \( X' \) gives a list of shared attributes in \( A \) that all objects in \( X \) have in common. As an alternative, \( X' \) can be written as \( X^\uparrow \). On the other hand, \( Y' \) gives all objects having all attributes in \( Y \). An alternative notation to \( Y' \) is \( Y^\downarrow \). The notion \((xR\alpha)\) formalizes that object \( x \) has the attribute \( \alpha \). Similarly, the notion \((oR\gamma)\) formalizes that object \( o \) has the attribute \( \gamma \).

Formal concept lattice \( \mathbb{I}(O, A, R) \) visualizes all formal concepts extracted from a given context respecting the parent-child relationships given by equation (3). In this equation, a formal concept \((X_1, Y_1)\) is a sub-concept (child) of the concept \((X_2, Y_2)\) if and only if its extent \((X_1)\) is a subset of \((X_2)\).

\[
(X_1, Y_1) \subseteq (X_2, Y_2) \iff X_1 \subseteq X_2 \iff Y_2 \subseteq Y_1
\]

FCA algorithms classically take a binary formal context as their input. So, classical algorithms can't handle continuous quantitative data (multi-valued context MVC) directly. Instead, they need a crisp scaling method to preprocess. Crisp scaling maps the MVC context to an isomorphic binary context. To accomplish this, divide each quantitative attribute into a set of disjoint intervals [6]. Crisp scaling can convert the MVC context into a binary context, but it struggles with the challenge of defining distinct borders between scaled attributes. Furthermore, the mapping may result in misleading information [9, 10]. Fuzzy set theory [11] offered a solution to this problem and fuzzy formal concept analysis helps to effectively handle MVC contexts.

B. Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (FFCA)

The fuzzy set theory based FCA is an advanced variant of the traditional FCA that can efficiently handle a larger range of data types than the original FCA. FFCA has a wide range of real-world applications because it accommodates not only binary formal contexts but also quantitative and fuzzy formal contexts.

Many variants exist for FFCA, namely one-sided FFCA and full sided FFCA. One-sided FFCA only handles one side of the formal concept fuzzily while leaving the other side crisp. On the other hand, the full-sided FFCA applies fuzzy set theory in both the extent and intent sides of the formal concept. The single-sided FFCA is the focus of this paper's main contribution. So, this section revisits basic notions and formal definitions of single-sided FFCA. To dig deeper, readers can explore the following works [6, 12].

Definition 2: A formal fuzzy context \( \tilde{\mathbb{K}} = (O, A, R = \varphi (O \times A)) \) consists of objects set \( O \), attribute set \( A \) and a fuzzy incident relationship \( R \in [0,1] \) on the domain of \( O \times A \) among objects and attributes. Each relation between object \( o \) and attribute \( a \) is denoted as \((o,a)\in R\) has a membership degree \( \mu(o,a)\in [0,1] \). As an alternative notation, \((o,R,a)\) represents the fact that object \( o \) has a relation to the attribute \( \alpha \) with some extent degree between 0 and 1.

Definition 3: A formal fuzzy concept \((\tilde{X}, \tilde{Y})\) of the fuzzy context \( \tilde{\mathbb{K}} = (O, A, R = \varphi (O \times A)) \) consists of fuzzy extent \( \tilde{X} \subseteq O \) and a crisp intent \( \tilde{Y} \subseteq A \). To be a formal fuzzy concept the following conditions must hold: \( \tilde{X}' = Y \) and \( \tilde{Y}' = X \) where \( \tilde{X}' \) and \( \tilde{Y}' \) are the derivation operators and are given by equations (4) and (5), respectively:

\[
\tilde{X}' = \{ y \in Y \mid \forall x \in \tilde{X} : \mu_R(x,y) \geq \mu_R(x) \} = \{ y \in Y \mid \forall x \in \tilde{X} : \mu_R(x,y) \geq \mu_R(x) \} = \{ y \in Y \mid \forall x \in \tilde{X} : \mu_R(x,y) \geq \mu_R(x) \}
\]

Given that \( \tilde{X}' \) and \( \tilde{Y}' \) are the concept crisp intent and fuzzy extent, respectively. Another common notion to \( \tilde{X}' \) and \( \tilde{Y}' \) are \( \tilde{X}^\uparrow \) and \( \tilde{Y}^\downarrow \), respectively.

For more clarification, the following Example 1 illustrates a sample fuzzy context and the process of extracting fuzzy formal concepts respecting the formal definitions given in Definition (3).

Example 1: Given an example fuzzy context (TABLE 1)
with four objects $O = \{0, 1, 2, 3\}$ and five fuzzy attributes $A = \{a, b, c, d, e\}$

**TABLE I** AN EXAMPLE FUZZY FORMAL CONTEXT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following definition 3, **TABLE II** shows the entire set of fuzzy concepts extracted from the example fuzzy context in **TABLE I**. As shown, each single-sided fuzzy concept comprises a fuzzy set representing the concept extent and a crisp set representing the concept intent. The fuzzy extent of the concept consists of the object ID in the nominator and the corresponding membership degree in the dominator ($\frac{\text{num}_i}{\text{den}_i}$).

**TABLE II** FUZZY CONCEPTS EXTRACTED FROM THE FUZZY CONTEXT IN **TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Single-Sided Fuzzy Formal Concept</th>
<th>Crisp concept intent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>({0.1, 0.2, 0.3})</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>({0.1, 0.2, 0.3})</td>
<td>([a])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>({0.1, 0.2, 0.3})</td>
<td>([a, b])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>({0.1, 0.2})</td>
<td>([a, b, c])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>({0.2})</td>
<td>([a, b, c, d, e])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>({0.2})</td>
<td>([a, b, c, e])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>({0.2})</td>
<td>([a, b, e])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>({0.1, 0.2, 0.3})</td>
<td>([b])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equations (4) and (5) demonstrate the extraction of each fuzzy concept. For example, let us consider the fuzzy concept numbered two ($\{0.1, 0.2, 0.3\}; \{a, b\}$) in **Table II**, whose concept intent is $[a, b]$. As per equation (5), the fuzzy extent $[a, b]$ is the minimum membership value for each object having attributes $a$ and $b$ (highlighted in the fuzzy context). The minimum membership for attributes $a$ and $b$ is 0.6 for object 0, 0.7 for object 1, 1.0 for object 2, and 0.4 for object 3. Consequently, the resulting fuzzy extent of this concept is the set of all these objects and their membership values ($\{0.1, 0.2, 0.3\}$).

**Definition 4:** The fuzzy concept ($\overline{X}_1, Y_1$) is a sub-concept of the fuzzy concept ($\overline{X}_2, Y_2$) if and only if $\overline{X}_1 \subseteq \overline{X}_2 \Leftrightarrow Y_2 \subseteq Y_1$. Such a relation is denoted by ($\overline{X}_2, Y_2$) $\subseteq$ ($\overline{X}_1, Y_1$).

A fuzzy concept lattice visualizes the complete set of fuzzy concepts extracted and ordered by the sub-concept relationship ($\subseteq$).
memory. Besides, it slightly surpasses AddIntent in cases with more objects [19].

The FastAddIntent [19] algorithm improves the efficiency of the AddIntent algorithm by enhancing how it finds new concepts and canonical generators, which are the most time-consuming processes. The FastAddIntent algorithm best fits large contexts with large objects in practical datasets.

Zhi and Li [20] discovered that when a formal concept is modified, its upper neighbors are either modified or entirely new concepts. They created a queue, focusing on exploring only modified or new concepts, reducing search space compared to the original AddIntent algorithm. Zhi et al.’s approach not only updates the concept lattice when new objects are added but also updates the association rules that have already been discovered based on the updated lattice.

The FastAddExtent algorithm [21] updates the concept lattice when inserting new attributes into the formal context. But it does not handle the lattice update when new objects are inserted. The FastAddExtent algorithm, like the Improved AddIntent algorithm, demonstrates significantly superior performance when there are more attributes than objects. In terms of processing time, the FastAddExtent algorithm has surpassed the improved AddIntent algorithm, although it requires more memory due to the utilization of four data fields for each concept in the lattice.

B. Analysis of existing algorithms

This section analyzes the limitations inherent in the related approaches while investigating the differences between related works and the proposed approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Contribution and advantages</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhi and Li [20]</td>
<td>Reduces AddIntent algorithm overhead by utilizing a modified concept queue, limiting search to relevant concepts only. Speeds up search by shrinking the concept search space.</td>
<td>Update the complete lattice for every newly added object. Doesn’t handle Fuzzy data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Add Extent [21]</td>
<td>Update the lattice when inserting new attributes, eliminate superfluous concept comparisons. Efficiency improved with increased attributes.</td>
<td>Update the complete lattice for every newly added attribute. Significant memory consumption.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fuzzy approaches for updating formal concepts are very rare [6]. To our knowledge only Zou et al. [7] developed an impressive algorithm that effectively handles fuzzy context. The approach of Zou et al. generates fuzzy concepts by incrementally processing each attribute. Rather than completely regenerating the fuzzy concepts, they update the existing fuzzy concepts when new attributes are added one at a time. However, the fuzzy concepts are re-extracted from scratch when adding new objects. On the contrary, the proposed approach updates fuzzy concepts when adding new objects as a group without the need to regenerate the concepts from the beginning. In summary, the proposed approach is unique in its type that:

1. Handles all types of data (which classical approaches [18–21, 24] can’t handle).
2. Update Fuzzy formal concepts upon inserting objects,
3. Process a group of objects once without instant updates, one by one.

Fuzzy approaches that handle fuzzy or quantitative contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Contribution and advantages</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

This section presents the proposed approach for updating the already extracted formal concepts when inserting new rows (objects) into the dataset.

Fig. 1 illustrates the methodology of the proposed approach. Initially, the proposed approach involves processing the fuzzy formal context once to generate one-sided concepts. These fuzzy concepts are then saved on the disk. When new data is added, only the inserted data is processed to extract its fuzzy concepts. Subsequently, the MergeFuzzyConcepts algorithm combines the original stored fuzzy concepts with the newly generated ones.

The proposed approach represents a pioneering method for processing the inserted data as a cohesive unit rather than incrementally updating the extracted fuzzy concepts for each object. Instead, it focuses solely on the new portion as a compact fuzzy context and subsequently integrates it with the original fuzzy concepts through a merging process. The proposed approach utilizes a batch algorithm to generate fuzzy concepts for the original dataset and the new objects to be inserted into the previous fuzzy context shown in TABLE I. Following the proposed algorithm, the approach generates the fuzzy concepts of the newly inserted rows, namely \( c_1 \). Subsequently, the algorithm combines the original fuzzy concepts list in TABLE II, namely \( \{a, b, c, d, e\} \), with the new fuzzy concepts of \( c_1 \), as illustrated in TABLE V. The next step involves merging the fuzzy concepts' lists, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), into a new list, namely \( C_{\text{new}} \), which is then stored. The result of applying the proposed algorithm (MergeFuzzyConcepts) to the fuzzy concepts \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in TABLE II and TABLE V, respectively, is presented in TABLE VI.

In TABLE VII, the fuzzy concepts with numerical labels \( \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6\} \) have been modified by updating only their fuzzy extent, as their intent appeared previously in the original concepts list in TABLE II. On the other hand, the fuzzy concepts numbered \( \{8, 9\} \) are newly created concepts resulting from the merging process of the new inserted objects.

**Proposed Algorithm: MergeFuzzyConcepts (A, B)**

Input: Two fuzzy concepts' lists (A and B) with the same attribute sets.

Output: Merged Fuzzy Formal Concepts List \( (C_{\text{new}}) \)

**Steps:**

1. \( C_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \{\phi\} \)
2. Foreach \( c_1 \) \( \in \) A:
   3. Foreach \( c_2 \) \( \in \) B:
      4. Intent\( _c \leftarrow \{c_1, \text{intent} \cap c_2, \text{intent}\} \)
      5. If \( C_{\text{new}} \not\subseteq \text{Intent}_c \) then,
         6. \( \text{Extent}_c \leftarrow s\_\text{norm} (c_1, \text{extent}, c_2, \text{extent}) \)
      7. \( C_{\text{new}} \leftarrow C_{\text{new}} \cup \{\text{Extent}_c, \text{Intent}_c\} \)
      8. end if
      9. End for
10. End for

The MergeFuzzyConcepts algorithm inputs two lists of fuzzy concepts, A and B. These lists represent fuzzy formal concepts with the same attribute sets. The algorithm aims to merge these concepts into a new fuzzy concepts list, namely \( C_{\text{new}} \). To achieve this, the algorithm iterates over each concept in A and B. For each pair of concepts \( (c_1 \text{ from A and } c_2 \text{ from B}) \), it calculates the intersection of their intents, denoted as \( \text{Intent}_c \). If the intersected intent \( (\text{Intent}_c) \) is a new intent, the algorithm proceeds to calculate the fuzzy extent of the merged concept, \( \text{Extent}_c \). This is done using a specific fuzzy set union operator (\( s\_\text{norm} \)). The \( s\_\text{norm} \) operator (t-conorm) is the classical Zadeh’s fuzzy union operator, which is defined in Definition (5).

**Example 2:** Consider TABLE IV, which represents the new data to be inserted to the fuzzy context in TABLE I. The membership function \( \mu_{X\cup Y}(z) \) represents the degree of membership of an element \( z \in Z \) in the fuzzy set \( X \cup Y \). The membership function \( \mu_{X\cup Y}(z) \) is calculated using the maximum operator (max) as follows:

\[
\mu_{X\cup Y}(z) = \max(\mu_X(z), \mu_Y(z))
\]  

where \( \mu_X(z) \) and \( \mu_Y(z) \) are the membership values of \( z \) in fuzzy sets \( X \) and \( Y \), respectively.

Example 2: Consider TABLE IV, which represents the new data to be inserted to the fuzzy context in TABLE I. Following the proposed algorithm, the approach generates the fuzzy concepts of the newly inserted rows, namely \( c_1 \). Subsequently, the algorithm combines the original fuzzy concepts list in TABLE II, namely \( \{a, b, c, d, e\} \), with the new fuzzy concepts of \( c_1 \), as illustrated in TABLE V. The next step involves merging the fuzzy concepts' lists, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), into a new list, namely \( C_{\text{new}} \), which is then stored. The result of applying the proposed algorithm (MergeFuzzyConcepts) to the fuzzy concepts \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in TABLE II and TABLE V, respectively, is presented in TABLE VI.

TABLE IV: New Data To Be Inserted To The Fuzzy Context In TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
proposed approach that manages only the update of the classical way of generating fuzzy concepts versus the newly inserted data.

Although Zou et al.’s work [7] adopts a fuzzy approach, it introduces an incremental algorithm that updates the fuzzy lattice by inserting new attributes one by one. When updating objects, their approach will generate the concept lattice from scratch. On the contrary, the proposed approach handles the update of the fuzzy concepts when inserting new objects. Due to the fundamental differences in the update process, conducting an experimental comparison between this approach and the proposed approach is not feasible. However, experiments in this section show the benefits of updating fuzzy concepts using the proposed approach when new data objects are inserted versus the traditional generation of fuzzy concepts from scratch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Single-Sided Fuzzy Formal Concept</th>
<th>Fuzzy concept extent</th>
<th>Crisp concept intent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[a, b, c]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[a, b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[a, b, c]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[a, b, c, d, e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[a, b, c, e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[a, b, e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[b, c]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>[c]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH VERSUS RELATED WORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Data Supported</th>
<th>Update Is Based on Inserting</th>
<th>Update Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AdDInt [24]</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>New objects</td>
<td>One by one update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved AdDInt [18]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastDAddInt [19]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhi and Li [20]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastAddExtent [21]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou et al. [7]</td>
<td>Fuzzy</td>
<td>New Attributes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Approach</td>
<td></td>
<td>New objects</td>
<td>Block based update</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII DATASETS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Density (fill ratio)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>(Total objects, Total attributes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abalone</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>Multivariate (Categorical, Integer, Real)</td>
<td>(4177, 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>Multivariate (Categorical, Real)</td>
<td>(150, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Fuzzy_10,000</td>
<td>20%, 30%</td>
<td>Synthetic Fuzzy Data</td>
<td>(10,000, 10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section visualizes experiments performed over the classical way of generating fuzzy concepts versus the proposed approach that manages only the update of the newly inserted data.

The proposed approach is different from other approaches of its kind and cannot be directly compared to them. TABLE VII provides further details on why such comparisons are infeasible. As demonstrated, all studies [18–21, 24] rely on crisp sets of both concept intent and extent. These approaches are only capable of operating in binary formal contexts where values of either 0 or 1 are allowed. In contrast, the proposed approach operates over fuzzy contexts where data represents the membership of an object to an attribute subset within the range of [0, 1].

Although Zou et al.’s work [7] adopts a fuzzy approach, it introduces an incremental algorithm that updates the fuzzy lattice by inserting new attributes one by one. When updating objects, their approach will generate the concept lattice from scratch. On the contrary, the proposed approach handles the update of the fuzzy concepts when inserting new objects. Due to the fundamental differences in the update process, conducting an experimental comparison between this approach and the proposed approach is not feasible. However, experiments in this section show the benefits of updating fuzzy concepts using the proposed approach when new data objects are inserted versus the traditional generation of fuzzy concepts from scratch.

TABLE VIII DATASETS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Density (fill ratio)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>(Total objects, Total attributes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abalone</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>Multivariate (Categorical, Integer, Real)</td>
<td>(4177, 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>Multivariate (Categorical, Real)</td>
<td>(150, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Fuzzy_10,000</td>
<td>20%, 30%</td>
<td>Synthetic Fuzzy Data</td>
<td>(10,000, 10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
density ratios of (20% and 30%) to evaluate the proposed approach over a sparse and dense fuzzy dataset.

We examined the abovementioned datasets by generating the original set of fuzzy concepts, \textit{fuzzyConcepts}_1, for a subset of objects \(O_A\) in the dataset and then storing it. Afterwards, we insert another subset of objects \(O_B\) to see how long it takes to produce and merge with the originally generated fuzzy concepts, \textit{fuzzyConcepts}_2. Finally, we compare the time it takes to update the fuzzy concepts with the time it takes to construct the complete set of fuzzy concepts from scratch (for all objects \(O_A \cup O_B\)).

We coded all algorithms utilized in the suggested methodology using the Python programming language and executed them on a Windows 10 environment, specifically on an Intel Core i5 2.30GHz machine with 8 GB of RAM.

Fig. 2 visualizes the experiment results for the abalone dataset. Initially, the first sub-context has the first 1000 objects of the original dataset, and each run involves increasing the number of objects by 50. The experiment result shows how the proposed approach produces the same output as generating the fuzzy concepts from scratch but with lower processing time.

Fig. 3 visualizes the experiment results for the fuzzy Iris dataset. Initially, the first sub-context has the first one hundred objects of the original dataset, and each run involves increasing the number of objects by ten until reaching the entire 150 objects of the dataset. The experiment result over fuzzy iris shows the efficiency of the proposed approach over generating fuzzy concepts from scratch.

We have evaluated the proposed approach over the synthetic fuzzy dataset (Random Fuzzy_10000) with 20% density ratio. The experiment result is depicted in Fig. 4. The initial sub-context started with 7500 objects, and each run involved increasing the number of objects by five hundred. Again, the proposed approach proves its efficiency versus generating fuzzy concepts from scratch.

To demonstrate the proposed approach's ability to handle fuzzy datasets with various density ratios, we have conducted supplementary experiments to assess its performance over sparse and dense datasets. TABLE IX illustrates the experiments results over the Fuzzy_10000 dataset with density ratios of 20% and 30%.

In TABLE IX, \(part_1\) demonstrate the data part that have previously been processed and from which fuzzy concepts are extracted and stored. Additionally, the table presents a comparison of the processing time required to extract the same number of fuzzy concepts using both the proposed approach and the classical approach. It is evident that as the density increases, the performance of both the proposed approach and the classical approach of extracting fuzzy concepts from scratch decreases. However, the proposed approach still outperforms the classical approach by a considerable margin.
This paper introduces a novel and efficient algorithm for updating extracted fuzzy concepts in fuzzy formal concept analysis. By eliminating the need to regenerate fuzzy concepts from scratch and instead processing only the changed part and merging it with the existing list, the proposed algorithm offers significant advantages over the traditional fuzzy approach. The experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm outperforms the traditional method, particularly when dealing with sparse data sets. This advancement in updating fuzzy concepts addresses the challenge posed by the continuous exponential growth of real-world data and provides a valuable contribution to data analysis and mining techniques.

As future work, we plan to utilize the proposed algorithm in parallel computing of fuzzy concepts. This can be accomplished by dividing the dataset into segments according to objects and processing them in parallel. Finally, we can merge the resulting fuzzy concepts using the proposed algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
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TABLE IX  EXPERIMENTS OVER FUZZY CONTEXTS WITH DIFFERENT DENSITY RATIOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Part1 Total</th>
<th>No. of Fuzzy concepts</th>
<th>Proposed Approac h (s)</th>
<th>Classical extractio n (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>7500 8000</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8000 8500</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>10.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8500 9000</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>10.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9000 9500</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9500 10000</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>12.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>7500 8000</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>27.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8000 8500</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>26.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8500 9000</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>28.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9000 9500</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>29.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9500 10000</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>33.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>